CBTN Acronym Dictionary

CBTTC – Children’s Brain Tumor Tissue Consortium
PNOC – Pacific Pediatric Neuro-Oncology Consortium
CHOP – Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
BioRC – BioRepository Core (The core collects and organizes biospecimens to serve all of the CBTTC’s biobanking needs while providing broad access to data and materials.)
LIMS – Laboratory Information Management System (i.e. Nautilus) (A general-purpose database that tracks biospecimens and promotes regulatory compliance while excluding any subject’s patient health information.)
SDG ID – “Sample Delivery Group”; aka the clinical event ID (The ID (i.e. “7316-###) associated with biospecimens obtained from a clinical event and used to identify biospecimens in Nautilus.)
BRP – BioRepository Portal (Portal used to associate the SDG ID to a subject’s health records.)
BGI – Beijing Genomics Institute
CNGB – China National Genebank
UPMC – University of Pittsburgh Medical Center
UCSC – University of California, Santa Cruz
UCSF – University of California San Francisco
COG – Children’s Oncology Group (CHOP)
CCCR – Center for Childhood Cancer Research (CHOP)